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With Retreat Extraordinaire
Liesel Albrecht 

 

Hashtag Retreat - The Ultimate in Retreat
Masterclasses

Imagine delving into the intricate details of organising a retreat while sitting on a picnic
rug, eating cheese and fresh baguette's in the gardens just near the Eiffel Tower. Or how to
launch and market your offering at the Palace of Versailles? 
Pretty amazing right? 
Join us for this once-in-a-lifetime Hashtag Retreat Masterclass in the City of Lights while
we soak up everything there is to offer AND walk away with all that you need to know to
bring your visions into reality, market and fill them with ease, and for the icing on the cake
make effortless money from it as well! 

 
 

The step-by-step guide that you can adjust for your perfect outcomes and how to streamline all aspects and get it
right the first time, not the 10th.
Build the profile of your ideal retreat clients.
Development of your vision and understanding of your why and desired outcomes.
Discuss the changing landscape for women in business and the role of retreats in this. 
How to use storytelling to sell out your retreats.
Understanding your copy and how this plays a vital role in your marketing.
Developing and discussions around retreat marketing - how to launch and market to fill your places. 
What marketing assets and funnels do you need, and what do you already have.
Strategy Planning and Financially Stabilizing Your Project. 
Developing a launch process so that every aspect is well thought out and strategized.
Budgeting for your retreat and spot-on pricing models - the importance of visualizing every possibility.
What you're offering and where the money is so that you go home with a well-thought-out and profitable
experience.
Legalities and insurance.
Business Operations - Systems and Processes - what you need in the perfect CRM.
Team and event management - whom to hire, and what will they do to help you?
How to tick everything off your list so that you know you have it all organised when you click that launch button.
Assessing what technical needs your retreat needs to work well and budgeting accordingly for them.
How to hold space for an extended length of time and how to do this.
Working with difficult clients and team members - and how to still make it an amazing experience.

If you want to learn about retreats why not do it in Paris where you will get an immersive and practical deep dive no
matter what retreat size or format you want to hold or your desired outcomes. This is a superpower experience so
that you feel in control and confident that what you already know can grow, develop and flourish into developing an
easy-to-organise retreat, event, or conference - because all use the same principles. Over the time together we will
work through the points below and we guarantee if it isn't listed we are still sure to discuss it!

Liesel will share with you the knowledge about all the dimensions of organising a retreat, conference, or event. AND
you never know she is always looking out for new team members. Our workshop locations are top secret for now!

 
 

LONG,  LONG WEEKEND 2023

Hashtag Retreat includes all listed Retreat inclusions
PLUS
A zoom call pre and post-Paris
 2 x 1:1, 60-minute sessions  with Liesel
Access to the Retreat Academy online modules
The ultimate in spreadsheets where you need to just 'fill in the gaps'
A printed Retreat Manual and workbook to have with us in Paris
Some bonus marketing and planning information to keep in your treasure chest of
information
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Walk of Art – Paris

Walk the streets of Paris discovering centuries of art - from Da Vinci to Dali, and of course,
Monet. You will visit well-known galleries such as Musée du Louvre, Musée d'Orsay and
Musée de l'Orangerie. You will also discover some of the lesser-known galleries, such as
Dalí Paris in the famous Montmarte district. As a treat, you'll escape the city to Monet's
house in Giverny for a day. Inspired by our gallery visits, you can create your own
watercolour masterpieces, en plein air, with the goodies in your arty gift pack. Rest
assured; there will be plenty of free time for you to relax, go shopping or find the perfect
macaron!

 

 

LONG,  LONG WEEKEND 2023

After arriving in Paris and settling in at the hotel, we will meet for a welcome drink and dinner with the rest of the
group before setting out for some wandering - because at night this glittering city is always at its best.
On day 2 after a French indulgent breakfast (how many croissants and pastries are too many?) we will dive right in
and spend hours wandering the Louvre, before heading in the late afternoon to paint in the gardens of Jardin Des
Tuileries. Then if we feel like it we can enjoy a walk along the Champs Elysee - because why not!
Then on day 3 we visit Musée d'Orsay and walk beside the river Seine to Notre Dame. Time to paint and engulf in
what we have been inspired by so far. Lunch in the Latin Quarter before free time and dinner. While we are in the
area we may even stop into Saint Chapelle.
Day 4 is a day out of the city to visit Monet's Garden in  Giverny - see the real-life gardens that you saw in paintings
just yesterday at the Musée d'Orsay. 
On day 5 we are off to visit Musée de l'Orangerie (Imagine standing amongst Monet's paintings, in a room that is all
bout him) and the Rodin Museum. Lunch and, of course, time to paint. 
Day 6 is all about visiting the Montemarte district, Dali Paris, and Sacre Coeur. Paint on the steps overlooking Paris,
with a delicious lunch and dinner somewhere delightful.
Day 7 depends on you - maybe it is time to go up the Eifel Tower, climb the Arch de Triomphe or maybe fit in some
shopping... and if you want to do more painting, then that is always an option. All before our final dinner together.
Day 8 means we head home or onwards to Salzburg, Venice or Berlin - check out our 'extra options'.

Sharon can't wait to take you on this ultimate indulgent art journey - and Paris is the perfect place as there are so
many amazing museums and galleries. She is so looking forward to holding the space for you to take everything in
and get a deeper understanding of the artworks and how they inspire you and make you feel.

 
 

Walk of Art - Paris includes all listed Retreat inclusions

PLUS

Dedicated time with artist and graphic designer Sharon Westin
A very special art travel pack - specifically designed by Sharon
All gallery and museum visits that we mentioned above
A day trip to Giverny including Monets Garden
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Paris is one of the world's most magical cities, but who wants to queue for hours to enter a
gallery in summer, when we can travel off the beaten track into hidden parts of the city or
escape to the country? Pack your travel sketchbook & walking shoes and prepare to be awe-
inspired by the history, heritage, art & gardens of the Palace of Versailles, and the
magnificent Chateau de Chantilly - both short trips from Paris by rail! 
Feel like royalty as you wander amid the beauty and splendour of French heritage gardens
and architecture.The aim of this retreat is relaxed creativity, exploration and fun, suited to all
levels, all while learning  from renowned artist, art history-lover and author, Victoria Kitanov. 

 
 So what will we do over our time together? 

Lets's meet on day one in Paris with the rest of the group that have said A BIG YES to exploring their passion for art.
After check-in we will come together as a bigger group for dinner and see the glittering Eiffel Tower by night.
After breakfast of seasonal fruit & fresh croissants on day 2 we will travel by train to Versailles (2 hours). Stretch your  
legs with a free afternoon to explore this delightful city, then meet and dine together in the evening - while you are
out & about, why not loosely sketch sites, scenes or people, or just observe and absorb it all in sensory overload!
Day 3 is all about the formal gardens, fountains & features of the Palace of Versailles. Let's explore and capture
inspirational aspects of the grounds in our sketchbooks. Fall in love with Le Petit Trianon, redesigned by Marie
Antoinette as an informal pleasure garden and rustic village. It's easy to explore on foot, bicycle or garden 'train' or
meander slowly down to the historic cafe  'La Flotille' near the Grand Canal. Enjoy it all at your own pace!  
Day 4  we return to the Palace of Versailles and indulge in the lifestyles of the rich and infamous! Originally built as a
hunting lodge by Louis XIII in 1623, the Chateau de Versailles was transformed by Louis XIV into the glorious de facto
capital of France. If history is not your thing, you'll be captivated by the light, colour, and decorative aspects...and  of
course, we can't pass the palace cafe without sampling tea and cakes inspired by the French court of the 18th
century. The city of Versailles itself has plenty of great little eateries for us to enjoy in good company and share our
sketches and other discoveries!
On day 5 we travel from Versailles to Chantilly via Paris. In the French region of Hauts-de-France is the fabulous
Chateau de Chantilly, built over more than 5 centuries ago. A true sample of French Renaissance heritage... the
castle houses the Condé Museum which includes paintings by Raphael, Fra Angelico, Poussin, Ingres and Watteau.
The Chantilly estate in Oise, just 40 km from Paris, also houses the Horse Museum, in homage to the original site on
which it was built (Grandes Ecuries), with gardens designed by Le Nôtre - a travel artists dream with so many
options.
Day 6 - Domaine de Chantilly - Heritage and Horses! So much to see and sketch in and around the castle, parks and
gardens. Be inspired! 
On day 7 we travel from Chantilly to Paris and get to explore some of the city all before our final dinner together and
our journey, home or onwards on day 8. 

 
 

With Artist Extraordinaire
Victoria Kitanov 

 
Escape Artists - Paris, Versailles, Chantilly

Escape Artist includes all listed Retreat inclusions
PLUS
1:1 time with Artist Victoria Kitanov teaching tips & tricks in travel artistry & watercolour 
A very special art travel pack designed by another team member Sharon Westin
Continual learning from Victoria's exceptional knowledge of art and history
A signed copy of Victoria's book Claim Your Space: A Beginners Guide to Create Your Own
Artist Sanctuary.
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With Life Extraordinaire
Maggie Sarfo

 
Purpose Evolution Retreat

You will discover beautiful Paris as part of your exquisite retreat while joining fellow like-
minded and like-hearted people all while being guided through The Purpose Evolution
Retreat program with Maggie.  

This is a 6-part program that will transform your life in an experiential journey into your
self-development. An interactive and immersive masterclass and meditation series with
practical tools and tips focused on personal growth, purpose development, the Akashic
Records, self, and DNA healing. This Retreat will connect you to your true self, your ‘soul
blueprint’, and purpose so you can live your happiest life.

This is one of those life-changing opportunities that don't come around very often - and it's in Paris so why
wouldn't you say YES!  Each day follows the one before building on your knowledge and purpose. Our days will
conclude with some free time, delicious dinner and time to explore Paris at its best.

On arrival day come check-in, and meet Maggie and your other retreat members before dinner with the larger
group.
Day 2 is all about an introduction to purpose evolution. We explore the 'core' purpose, recognizing it as an
evolving way of being rather than something we do, all this before heading out for an afternoon stroll around
some of the iconic Paris sites and dinner in the Latin Quarter.
Day 3 is about how purpose, and mission connect with the Akashic Records. It allows for us to connect more
deeply with who we are and our purpose - then we head back out into the beauty of the city for some more
sightseeing and a night river cruise on the beautiful Seine River.
Day 4 - Manifesting Potential - let's unravel how to tap into our highest potential self, abilities, and skills (both
learned and innate). Dinner at a secret location will wrap up this day perfectly
On Day 5 we look at The 5-Step Purpose Evolution Program or STARS. Hint: We get even more practical with this
session! Plus, you get a downloadable guide for the STARS program for ongoing practice and reference. 
Day 6 - Practical exercises to connect with your purpose. Congratulations! You’re moving towards the final
stages of ‘The Purpose Evolution’ retreat. Time for some exercises to bring home what we’ve explored so far.
Even more importantly, you can now clear what doesn't serve you anymore and create your new path with
deeper intentions, as you continue to live your life on purpose and in your happiest state.
Day 7 - Living your true purpose out loud - A healing and meditative session focused on magnetizing purposeful
ways of BEing into our lives and in relation to others - so you can live your most balanced and happiest life:
family, career, business, relationships, financial etc.. This evening we join with the other retreat groups for a
wonderful dinner and celebration to end your time in Paris.
Day 8 - Travel home or onto 'bonus' tour.

Purpose Evolution Retreat includes all listed Retreat inclusions
PLUS
1:1 and small group time with Maggie
A very special bonus Welcome Pack Gift
Continual learning from Maggie's exceptional knowledge
An Akashic Records reading
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When you choose YOU everything changes and what if you discover love for yourself,
your authentic self, in the city of love? 
What if you get to be in a space where you can unleash your full essence and recreate
yourself in a healing circle of women
All while immersed in the beautiful Energy of Paris.
By joining Elisabeth for this journey to something amazing and unlike anything else you
may have experienced.

*Please note this is a bilingual German and English Retreat*

Come from a country close by or from far away to this bi-lingual (German and English) retreat. 

After arriving in Paris on day 1 and checking in to your hotel you will meet with Elisabeth and the rest of your group
to discover what the week will hold for you - all before joining the bigger group for a dinner that will celebrate us all
being in this amazing city together. 
On Day 2 you start on the journey to meet your true self in a wonderful meditation and yoga breath practice, so you
decide what things, beliefs, and behaviors you want to let go of and leave behind so you can be your true self. You
will be clear about what your mission is here on earth and you will create your vision for your new life. Then we
head out and about for a stroll and visit to some of the most famous parts of Paris.
Then on Day 3, you continue this by learning how to embody your "New You" and also heal your inner child...
Disneyland is calling because it`s time to play.
Day 4  starts with meditation in the morning - what would it be to be your "New You", then a boat trip on the
Seine... for the inner Flow,  and then the Eiffel tower: to have a look from above at your old self and meet your new
self on the top.
Day 5 is the time to activate your inner Artist as we head to Mont Martre - how would your inner artist create your
new life, let's walk, talk, and immerse ourselves in the beauty of this district.
On Day 6  we are off to the Louvre - get in contact with your creativity - wander, indulge, stop, look and feel
everything there is before some free time to shop, rest or see that 'thing' that you have been waiting to see.
Day 7 is a day for  Cafés, boutiques, and a shopping tour - dress your "New You" - you may even get to chat with
Styling Retreat Expert Angela to understand how  your new self dress! All of this before a fabulous celebration
dinner to end our amazing time together.
Day 8, after breakfast is time to head back home to integrate all that you know, stay longer in the city of lights or
head elsewhere
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With Life Extraordinaire
Elisabeth  

 
Find love for yourself 
in the "City of Love"

The Find Love For Yourself  Retreat includes all listed Retreat inclusions
PLUS

Dedicated retreat time with Elisabeth
A very special bonus Welcome Pack Gift
A day trip to Disneyland
Time with our retreat Stylist  Angela to discover some fabulous advice perfect for you.
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With Retreat Stylist Angela  Sanfilippo

Premium Style Goddess Retreat

Think of a makeover like none other, you’re stepping into the potentiality of the
Style Goddess you were born to be. This is where you truly understand what
embodiment means and you walk away from this entire experience feeling
magical, captivating, transformed and ready to let your inner Style Goddess lose
in the world. If you used to start each day wondering what to wear or if it felt hard
when it came to shopping - and styles and colours in the stores felt overwhelming
and so much uncertainty got in the way of what could be fun. Then this week in
Paris with Angela is for you!

 

 

This time away is all about fully discovering the gifts your body had to offer exactly as it is, and stepping
into the world, being your magnificent self - all while in Paris - because why not?
Day 1 after you arrive and check-in meet Angela and the rest of your group before a dinner out soaking in
some of the Paris sites!
Day 2 is all about your own Style Connection - you will start together in your small group by exploring
your current along with your past style. Together this will begin to paint the picture of what’s truly
possible for your future as a Style Goddess.
Day 3 is all about a Creative Fun Explosion - it is about understanding your current reality and
discovering the magic of your proportions and the amazing opportunities your body has for you as you
open up to your new goddess-infused personal style.
Day 4 is all about you - sleep in, get your hair done, and visit wherever your heart desires, take time to
rest and integrate what your personal style is!
Day 5 is about Defining Your Personal Style - today you create a mood board, bringing together what you
have learned so far, and infusing in the style dreams you have for yourself. It’s a day of expanding into
the energy of style and embodying your inner Style Goddess. You will definitely have a sense of her by
now.
Day 6 the Style Queen - the Ultimate Style Goddess: a day to play with colour, accessories, and how to
put it all together with the greatest of fun, ease and confidence. This is a day to try things you never
imagined could be possible and to lean into extending your style in a totally Style Goddess kind of way.
Day 7 Personal Style Goddess WOW Day - today is when you truly understand what embodiment means
and you walk away from this entire experience feeling magical, captivating, transformed and ready to let
your inner Style Goddess lose in the world. 
Day 8 is the day to head home or maybe a sneaky side trip to do some shopping in London. Each day we
head out and about to see the sites of Paris along with (of course) some of the shopping it is famous for!
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The Premium Goddess Style Retreat includes all listed Retreat inclusions
PLUS
1:1 and small group time with Angela
A very special bonus Welcome Pack Gift
Continual learning from Angela's exceptional styling and design knowledge

 
 


